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Publishers Weekly Most Anticipated Books of Fall 2019A New York Times Editor’s PickPeople
Best Books Fall 2019Chicago Tribune 28 Books You Need to Read NowBooklist’s Top Ten Sci-
Tech Books of 2019“It blew my mind to discover that teenage animals and teenage humans are
so similar. Both are naive risk-takers. I loved this book!”—Temple Grandin, author of Animals
Make Us Human and Animals in TranslationA revelatory investigation of human and animal
adolescence and young adulthood from the New York Times bestselling authors of
Zoobiquity.With Wildhood, Harvard evolutionary biologist Barbara Natterson-Horowitz and
award-winning science writer Kathryn Bowers have created an entirely new way of thinking
about the crucial, vulnerable, and exhilarating phase of life between childhood and adulthood
across the animal kingdom.In their critically acclaimed bestseller, Zoobiquity, the authors
revealed the essential connection between human and animal health. In Wildhood, they turn the
same eye-opening, species-spanning lens to adolescent young adult life. Traveling around the
world and drawing from their latest research, they find that the same four universal challenges
are faced by every adolescent human and animal on earth: how to be safe, how to navigate
hierarchy; how to court potential mates; and how to feed oneself. Safety. Status. Sex. Self-
reliance. How human and animal adolescents and young adults confront the challenges of
wildhood shapes their adult destinies.Natterson-Horowitz and Bowers illuminate these core
challenges through the lives of four animals in the wild: Ursula, a young king penguin; Shrink, a
charismatic hyena; Salt, a matriarchal humpback whale; and Slavc, a roaming European wolf.
Through their riveting stories—and those of countless others, from adventurous eagles and
rambunctious high schooler to inexperienced orcas and naive young soldiers—readers get a
vivid and game-changing portrait of adolescent young adults as a horizontal tribe, sharing
behaviors and challenges, setbacks and triumphs.Upending our understanding of everything
from risk-taking and anxiety to the origins of privilege and the nature of sexual coercion and
consent, Wildhood is a profound and necessary guide to the perilous, thrilling, and universal
journey to adulthood on planet earth.



A New York Times Editors’ PickPeople’s Best Books of Fall 2019Chicago Tribune’s 28 Books
You Need to Read NowPublishers Weekly’s Most Anticipated Books of Fall ’19Booklist’s Top Ten
Sci-Tech Books of 2019Praise forWILDHOOD“Natterson-Horowitz and Bowers go deep and
wide in addressing the raft of species-spanning equivalents. The authors make clear that, in a
fundamental sense, adolescent animals and teen humans encounter the same sorts of
challenges—and that what may strike elders of any species as nutty, exasperating behavior is
not only inevitable for most creatures in that stage of development but truly valuable.”—Duncan
Strauss, The Washington Post“Adolescence isn’t just for humans. Here an evolutionary biologist
offers up rollicking tales of young animals navigating risk, social hierarchy, and sex with all the
bravura (and dopiness) of our own teenage beasts.”—People“The vivid storytelling and
fascinating scientific digressions in Wildhood make it a pleasurable read. It’s also a book parents
may find reassuring: The authors show that the often painful struggles human and animal
adolescents go through are a way of developing the skills and experience that will make it
possible for them to function as adults. But there’s also another implicit message in Wildhood
about the interconnection among the planet’s species. The awareness that we’re all in this
together ought to motivate humans to stop ravaging the planet so it can continue to be a place
where adolescents of many different species can find their ways into adulthood.”—Patrick J.
Kiger, Los Angeles Times“Harvard evolutionary biologist Barbara Natterson-Horowitz and
science journalist Kathryn Bowers draw fascinating connections between human and animal
young adulthood.”—Meredith Wolf Schizer, Newsweek“Bestselling authors of Zoobiquity,
Barbara Natterson-Horowitz and Kathryn Bowers, paired up again to research what we can
learn about adolescent behavior from their counterparts in the animal kingdom . . . in their
newest book, Wildhood. Their five-year study found many similarities between the thrill-seeking
and sometimes inexplicable--seeming choices of teens and those of adolescent animals
developing in the wild.”—Laura Pearson, Chicago Tribune“Do you want to know how an
evolutionary lens can influence positive change in human culture and society? Read Wildhood.
Do you want a master class in making other species’ behavior relevant to our daily lives? Read
Wildhood. Are you a teenager, have you been a teenager, do you know any teenagers? Read
Wildhood. Read Wildhood for the same reason you engage in literature, art, and music: to
become something other than what you were before.”—Holly Dunsworth, Evolution“An enduring
story plot finds a youth suddenly alone in the world, struggling to find shelter from the elements,
safety from predators, food, and new friends. These struggles usually involve some tough
lessons but ultimately lead to knowledge, a new identity, self-reliance, and maybe even love. In
Wildhood, this theme comes to exhilarating life as evolutionary biologist Barbara Natterson-
Horowitz and science writer Kathryn Bowers describe the challenges faced by adolescent
animals. There is much here for the nature lover, the parent seeking advice, and the college
freshman tackling ‘adulting.’ By laying out the adolescent experience of so many species in rich
detail, the authors normalize and celebrate the beauty and complexity of our own species’
journey into the big wide world.”—Linda Wilbrecht, Science“Take the authors up on their



invitation to observe animals in the wild and in your own household, and you’ll never look at
other beings the same again. Wildhood is for parents, nature lovers, and the curious alike. You’ll
be wild for it.”—Terri Schlichenmeyer, Times Record“Reading [Wildhood], I was surprised to see
that many of the adolescent behaviors humans exhibit are wired in for adolescents of most
species. This may not provide much consolation for you as you try to guide your teen through the
dangers of risk-taking, but it provides insights into how much your teen is exhibiting normal
adolescent behavior shared with birds and monkeys. Most importantly, it’s a reminder that this is
usually not about you.”—Mark Phillips, Marin Independent Journal“An incredibly fascinating
read, Wildhood illuminates what humans can learn from the animal world and how all species
are more connected to one another than they may appear.”—Booklist (starred review)“Human
teens have much in common with their counterparts throughout the animal kingdom—and those
commonalities are eye-opening as described in the latest from biologist Natterson-Horowitz and
science journalist Bowers. Reassuring . . . should appeal to anyone who’s ever raised an
adolescent, human or otherwise.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)“A lucid, entertaining
account of how creatures of many kinds learn to navigate the complex world that adulthood
opens.”—Kirkus Reviews“This compelling account of how strongly human adolescent behaviors
are rooted in our wild animal past should intrigue general science readers and fans of
Zoobiquity.”—Library Journal“The wild adventure of adolescence has never been analyzed in
such depth. In lively personalized accounts that keep our attention, the authors explain how the
transition to independence works in each species, and why it looks so similar across the
board.”—Frans de Waal, PhD, author of Mama’s Last Hug and Our Inner Ape“Our teenage years
can be many things, from fraught and frustrating to exhilarating and joyful. In Wildhood,
Natterson-Horowitz and -Bowers show that these years are something else altogether—
essential for humans and animals in general. Read their enlightening journey and you will never
see the transition to adulthood the same way again.”—Neil Shubin, PhD, author of Your Inner
Fish and The Universe Within“One of the most insightful books ever written about this critically
important stage of life. Unfailingly fascinating—and sometimes downright mind-blowing—this is
a remarkably original account of the nature, meaning, and purpose of adolescence in today’s
world.”—Laurence Steinberg, PhD, author of Age of Opportunity: Lessons from the New Science
of Adolescence“A masterpiece. This is a spellbinding lens on the ways creatures with big bodies
yet little life experience figure out how to survive and thrive. Read Wildhood!”—Wendy Mogel,
PhD, author of Voice Lessons for Parents and The Blessing of a Skinned Knee“A deeply
researched and beautifully written description of the fundamental tasks of adolescence. The
authors’ account of the trials faced by teenagers across the animal kingdom inspires
compassion for young people and a deep appreciation for what they must accomplish on the
journey into adulthood.”—Lisa Damour, PhD, author of Untangled: Guiding Teenage Girls
Through the Seven Transitions Into Adulthood“The authors offer a life-changing perspective on
adolescents venturing out into the world. A treasure trove of scientific exploration and practical
implications for how we understand and support youth.”—Daniel J. Siegel, MD, author of



Brainstorm: The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Brain“This fascinating book tells the
compelling story of adolescence across species, framed in the convincing context of
evolutionary and adaptive explanations.”—Sarah-Jayne Blakemore, PhD, author of Inventing
Ourselves: The Secret Life of the Teenage Brain“Wildhood’s tour of the natural history of
adolescence is original, entertaining, and constructive. The transition from youth to adulthood
might never be easy, but this comparative biology is full of ideas for understanding it better.”—
Richard Wrangham, PhD, author of The Goodness Paradox and Catching Fire“Those travails of
adolescence? It isn’t just you. Or your culture. Or even your species. Wildhood uses riveting
stories about the challenges overcome by specific whales, wolves, and more to put the
challenges of adolescence in a universal evolutionary context for the first time. Groundbreaking
and fascinating.”—Randolph M. Nesse, MD, author of Good Reasons for Bad
Feelings“Wildhood links coming-of-age neurobiology with ecology and evolutionary biology to
create a powerful new lens for understanding the science (and art) of growing up. At times
counterintuitive, at times paradigm-shattering, this illuminating new book generates dozens of
hypotheses for raising, educating, counseling and treating, and living life as an adolescent
human.”—Gene Beresin, MD, professor of psychiatry, Harvard Medical School“Wise,
entrancing, and astounding.”—Daniel E. Lieberman, PhD, author of The Story of the Human
Body: Evolution, Health, and DiseaseThank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster
ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases,
deals, recommended reads, and more from Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see
terms and conditions.Already a subscriber? Provide your email again so we can register this
ebook and send you more of what you like to read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in
your inbox.To our parents,Idell and Joseph NattersonDiane and Arthur SylvesterPrologueOur
quest to understand the nature of adolescence began on a cold California beach in 2010. We
stood on a sand dune, contemplating a stretch of the Pacific, an expanse with an intriguing
nickname: the Triangle of Death.We’d been drawn there by a marine biologist’s unusual story.
The Triangle of Death, he’d told us, owed its reputation to a horde of particularly lethal
inhabitants: great white sharks. Hundreds of these colossal predators live in this region, and
they’re so notoriously ravenous that even the local sea life has learned to stay out of their way.
Lush kelp forests grow up and down the California coast, but not in the Triangle, so any animal
foolish or unlucky enough to venture in there has nowhere to hide. So treacherous are those
waters that even the scientists who work in them don’t get out of their boats.But, the biologist
said, that wasn’t the most interesting part. Counterintuitively and at great danger to itself, one
animal does regularly enter the Triangle of Death: the California sea otter. But not all of them.
Only one specific kind joyrides into the death zone, and it’s not the mature adults. It’s certainly
not the baby pups. No, the magnificent knuckleheads that swim into the cold, barren, shark-filled
Triangle of Death are adolescents. Sometimes they die in a flash of teeth and a swirl of blood.
But more often than not, these thrill-seeking animal “teens” emerge with hard-won experience,
newfound confidence, and more sea smarts than they had as parent-protected, dependent



juveniles.At the time, we were researching our first book, Zoobiquity, which explores the ancient
and essential connection between human and animal health. (We work as a team: Barbara is a
visiting professor in the Department of Human Evolutionary Biology at Harvard and professor of
medicine in the Division of Cardiology at UCLA. Kathryn, a science writer, is a certified animal
behaviorist. Together we’ve designed and taught courses at Harvard and UCLA.) Gazing over
the Triangle of Death, we were struck by how these adolescent otters sounded a lot like
teenagers we knew: taking risks, seeking out danger, doing scary things their parents had grown
out of. After regarding the ocean for a few more moments, we walked back up the beach, over a
dune, and onto a spit of land overlooking a different scene.In a cove protected from the
whitecaps, kayakers slowly paddled through the calm water. This inlet, called Moss Landing, is a
prime location for observing wildlife, including sea otters. The extended families of the
adolescents drawn to the Triangle of Death come here to feed, relax, and socialize.On that day
there were dozens of the sleek creatures floating on their backs, twisting and twirling through the
water. The panorama resembled open-swim hour at a public pool—with young and old otters
cavorting together. Older animals swimming leisurely made way for splashing groups of youth.
We saw otters diving for sea urchins and learning to break them open, play-fighting in pairs and
groups, and testing out the nose-grabbing behavior these animals use when they court.
Although it looked like carefree recreation, we’d later learn that this was actually a cove full of
teachable moments for the younger members of the group.As we watched, pandemonium
suddenly broke out. The water exploded in a churn of white as a group of otters powered at top
speed from one end of the inlet to the other. What just happened? we asked our biologist guide.
Was it a shark? Had a predator entered the shallow bay?No, the biologist responded, pointing.
That kayak got too close. And look—they didn’t all get spooked. There, still floating comfortably,
undisturbed, was one cluster of otters. The gray fur on their heads showed they were mature
adults, experienced and discerning. The skittish ones who’d taken flight were the adolescents
who couldn’t yet tell the difference between a great white and a Sea Ghost 130.Swimming up to
sharks one moment, then fleeing from a plastic boat the next: these inexperienced adolescents
were both overly bold and overly cautious. But we observed that these animal adolescents were
also exuberantly socializing with their peers, experimenting with sexual behaviors, and fumbling
with how to feed themselves. The parallels with our own species, and even with our own younger
selves, were remarkable.It also crossed our minds, as it has often since we started researching
animal-human overlaps, that we might be anthropomorphizing this otter behavior—reading too
much into the antics of these wild mammals. From the beginning of our research together, we’d
made it a point to avoid projecting human qualities onto other species, thinking it a central
scientific danger. But as we learned more about work from fields including neurobiology,
genomics, and molecular phylogeny, we realized the bigger danger might be denying humans’
real and demonstrable connections with other animals, in body and behavior. The real threat, we
recognized, wasn’t perhaps anthropomorphism, but its opposite, what primatologist and
ethologist Frans de Waal calls “anthropodenial.”Over and over in our work we’ve refuted claims



of human uniqueness: Wild animals can and do get so-called human diseases like heart failure,
lung cancer, eating disorders, and addiction. They can develop insomnia and anxiety. Some
overeat when they’re stressed. They’re not all heterosexual. Some are timid; some are bold.
Nearly every time we’ve encountered claims of human exceptionalism, we’ve found them to be
incorrect.And there, in the water right in front of us, was another striking parallel. Although it
happens at any point from a few days to many years after they’re born, all animals have a
“teenage” period. Boys and girls don’t become men and women overnight. And the transition
from foal to stallion, joey to kangaroo, or sea otter cub to sea otter elder is just as distinct, just as
necessary, and just as extraordinary. All animals need time, experiences, practice, and failure to
become mature adults.That day at the Triangle of Death we caught a glimpse of animal
adolescence. And once we’d seen it there, we began to see it everywhere.A NEW WAY OF
SEEINGIt was, almost quite literally, as if we’d taken off a blindfold. Our physical vision hadn’t
changed, but our perception had, and suddenly a whole new way of understanding what it
means to grow up revealed itself. Flocks of birds, pods of whales, groups of young people, our
own children—even memories of our own adolescence and young adulthood—would never look
the same.Over the next several years we focused our research on understanding animals in this
in-between phase, the ones too physically grown to be juveniles but not yet possessing the
experience to be considered mature.Watching a herd of wildebeest crossing a crocodile-
infested river, we noticed that the first ones in the water were big but gangly adolescents.
Oblivious to danger, exuberant with inexperience, they leapt right in while their more prudent
elders held back, swimming across safely once the crocodiles were occupied chasing the
adolescents.In Manhattan, Kansas, of all places, we came face-to-face with two young adult
hyenas and observed how one bullied the other although they were the same age and size. All it
took were two young individuals to form a clear social hierarchy.Approached by a group of wide-
eyed lemurs in a forest preserve in North Carolina, we were charmed by the one that came right
up to us. He was an adolescent named Nacho, and his fearlessness both endeared him to us
and—had we been poachers instead of scientists—endangered his own safety.We listened to
orphaned wild wolves learning to howl, their changing adolescent voices warbly and cracking.
We watched panda adolescents learning to peel bamboo, a first step in eventually feeding
themselves. One extraordinary afternoon, we observed herds of wild horses, white rhinos, and
zebras. We zeroed in on the adolescents within those herds and saw how they postured and
shoved each other as they jockeyed for a place in their groups.Some of our searches were more
successful than others. Adolescent Canadian bison in Prince Albert National Park near the
Arctic Circle stayed invisible in spite of the twenty miles we hiked through mud and mosquito-
dense wetland hoping to spot them. The young adult bear whose warm scat we found on the trail
during that same trek also didn’t materialize. We came close while tracking an adolescent
mountain lion in Los Angeles. As we paused to rest, our guide opened a trail camera and
showed us that we were standing in the very spot the lion had slinked through just a few hours
earlier.A PLANETWIDE TRIBEBiologists have long been aware that animals—human and not—



go through physical and behavioral changes between infancy and adulthood. But the risk-taking,
the socializing and sexual experimenting, the leaving home to seek one’s fortune or to find
oneself, not to mention the angst and mood swings, the romantic and turbulent emotions—even
the raging hormones and rapidly changing “teenage” brain—surely all that was uniquely human?
No, we would learn, it is categorically not.While every individual’s adolescent experience will
differ in its details—some will be triumphant; some will be tragic; most will be somewhere in
between—when we started looking at adolescence across species, a universality presented
itself. Regardless of the animal, its position on Earth, or the historical era it lives in, all individuals
on this journey face the same core challenges. And successfully surmounting those challenges,
we argue, is the definition of maturity.While on this journey, adolescents from bottlenose
dolphins to red-tailed hawks, clownfish to humans, have, in many ways, more in common with
one another than with their mature parents or immature younger siblings. They share what
author Andrew Solomon has called a “horizontal identity.” In his book Far from the Tree, Solomon
contrasts vertical identities, those between you and your ancestors, with horizontal identities,
those among peers with whom you share similar attributes but no family ties. Expanding
Solomon’s concept to include other species, we suggest that adolescents share a horizontal
identity: temporary membership in a planet-wide tribe of adolescents.This global journey, and
the ways successful adolescents navigate it, is the subject of this book. Its premise: human
adolescence is rooted in our wild animal past, and the joys, the tragedies, the passions, and the
purpose aren’t inexplicable; they make exquisite evolutionary sense.COMING OF AGE ON
PLANET EARTHAt Harvard in the spring of 2018 we first offered “Coming of Age on Planet
Earth,” a course for undergraduates based on the research in this book. On the first day of class
we had our students grab their backpacks and follow us through the Peabody archaeology
museum, past the cases of kachina dolls and towering Mayan steles to the Tozzer Library of
anthropology. Waiting for us, mounted and elevated on a long wooden table, was a first edition of
Margaret Mead’s Coming of Age in Samoa. In 1925, at the age of twenty-three (by today’s
measure an adolescent herself), Mead traveled to the South Pacific nation to study adolescence
in another culture as a way of better understanding it in modern Americans. Mead’s comparative
approach completely transformed the field of anthropology, particularly her focus on culture,
rather than biology, as the primary shaper of human individuals and societies. While her work
was later criticized (many say unfairly) for relying on methods that were at times more
impressionistic than data-driven, she remains a leading intellectual force of twentieth-century
understanding of human development, especially adolescence.In the late nineteenth century,
scholarly interest in adolescence had been sparked by an American psychologist, G. Stanley
Hall, who borrowed the German literary term sturm und drang (storm and stress) to describe the
age. Throughout the twentieth century, psychoanalysts, including Sigmund and Anna Freud, Erik
Erikson, and John Bowlby, advanced nurture-based explanations for the challenges of
childhood and adolescence, while cognitive psychologist Jean Piaget saw more of a role for
biology along with environment in shaping adolescent minds. The Nobel laureate Nikolaas



Tinbergen, a founder of the field of animal behavior and an ornithologist by training, saw animal
roots in human development. In this era, adolescence was often viewed as a malady: those
afflicted with it were studied as if some disease had caused their restlessness, rebellion, risk-
taking, and unhappiness.Advances in neuroscience changed that, starting in the 1960s. Marian
Diamond’s work on brain plasticity and Robert Sapolsky’s on the coevolution of social and
emotional brain development shifted the view of human adolescence from a fraught stage with
fixed characteristics to a dynamic period crucial for normal development. Frances E. Jensen,
Sarah-Jayne Blakemore, Antonio Damasio, and others have connected genetics and
environment to the remarkable and terrifying aspects of the period such as risk-taking, novelty-
seeking, and peer influence. Linda Spear, a developmental psychologist, has examined
adolescent brain biology in relation to temperament, and Judy Stamp, an evolutionary biologist,
has explored how environments, whether physical or social, shape adolescents’ destinies.
Psychologist Jeffrey Arnett has popularized the term “emerging adult” and exposed the power of
modern culture in shaping the adolescent experience. And, in addition to illuminating this often
turbulent time of life for parents and educators, psychologist Laurence Steinberg’s work on
adolescent neurobiology is being used to question whether younger defendants in criminal
cases should be punished as harshly as fully mature adults.Following in the tradition of these
thinkers, but especially inspired by Mead, we use a comparative approach in our research, our
teaching, and in this book. However, we push beyond human comparisons to examine the
central challenges of adolescents across species. Our focus is not the two-hundred-thousand-
year history of Homo sapiens, but rather the six-hundred-million-year history of animal life on
Earth.JURASSIC PUBERTYThe terms “adolescence” and “puberty” are sometimes used
interchangeably, but although they’re related, they’re not the same thing. Puberty is the biological
process, kicked off by hormones, resulting in an animal’s ability to reproduce. Puberty describes
strictly physical development—a growth spurt and, among other things, the activation of ovaries
and testes to begin the production of eggs and sperm. Great white sharks go through puberty.
Crocodiles go through puberty. As do pandas, sloths, and giraffes. Insects go through puberty
(it’s part of metamorphosis). Every adult Neanderthal went through puberty, as did Lucy, the
famous female hominid Australopithecus afarensis whose 3.2-million-year-old bones were found
in present-day Ethiopia. Dinosaur puberty hit Jane, an adolescent Tyrannosaurus rex, sixty-
seven million years ago in Montana. She died before she completed it, according to the
paleontologists who unearthed her skeleton and gave the young T. rex her name.While details
vary across species, the basic biological sequence of puberty is remarkably similar. The same
hormones kick it into high gear in hummingbirds and ostriches, giant anteaters and miniature
ponies. Nearly identical hormones get it started in snails and slugs, lobsters and oysters, clams,
mussels, and shrimp.The dazzling array of most life on Earth today erupted 540 million years
ago during a period called the Cambrian explosion. But puberty is older even than that. It’s part
of the life cycle of one of Earth’s most ancient life-forms, single-celled protozoa. Protozoa still
exist today, and one, Plasmodium falciparum, finds its way into human blood by way of a



mosquito bite. Once there, the physically immature organism floats harmlessly around the body
until it passes through its protozoal puberty and becomes a leading cause of death worldwide:
Plasmodium falciparum is the parasite that causes malaria.Despite its sex-specific connotation,
puberty exerts its hormonal effects on every organ system in the body. Hearts grow, dramatically
increasing cardiovascular performance. Lungs expand in capacity, giving young athletes more
endurance (and asthmatics more attacks). Lengthening skeletons provide gangly-limbed pre-
adult bodies thrilling new acceleration, but this rapid bone growth is also behind the increased
incidence of bone cancers at this age. Child-sized skulls enlarge to adult dimensions, something
not only seen in human children but also noted in dinosaurs. Jaws change shape, and so do the
teeth within them. In fact, great white sharks are incapable of administering their deadliest bites
until after they’ve gone through puberty.So puberty is an ancient process of physical
transformation. But to attain adulthood, a physically developed young creature must go through
a second phase. This one combines body and behavior. It is about learning to think, act, and
even feel like a mature member of a group. It’s a period of collecting crucial experiences, a time
to absorb information from mentors, and test oneself against peers, siblings, and parents.This
phase is adolescence, and it lasts as long as it takes to create a mature adult. In fact, for a
species to produce mature adults, as opposed to just physically grown individuals, an
adolescence is essential. The quest for maturity through experience is the universal purpose of
adolescence in nature.And the journey can spark astonishing innovations. One of the most
famous fossil finds of recent decades is a fish called Tiktaalik unearthed by the University of
Chicago paleontologist Neil Shubin. These 375-million-year-old creatures bore a clue to our
evolutionary past: four small limbs that served as both fins and feet. Those four appendages are
evidence of Tiktaalik’s pioneering role in one of the most epic stories of life on Earth—the
transition from water to land.Shubin has found that Tiktaalik fossils reveal something else. They
have been found in a range of sizes, some the length of tennis racquets, others longer than a
surfboard. This means something as profound as it is obvious: These ancient fish grew up. And
during that process, like adolescents today, just-through-puberty Tiktaalik individuals would have
been especially vulnerable, lacking not only size but experience with predators, with
competitors, with sexuality, and with finding food. Vulnerability and inexperience regularly push
younger animals into unfamiliar settings. We wrote to Shubin and asked whether he thought it
possible that adolescent Tiktaalik fish were the ones leading the charge to land. He saw this as
plausible and wrote back: “Tiktaalik was an animal with big carnivorous adults, so near the top of
the food chain, but juvenile stages would be exposed to predation and may have benefited by
being partially terrestrial. Likewise, maneuvering on land would be easier in smaller fish, rather
than larger ones, at least in incipient stages.”While this remains only a hypothesis, it’s consistent
with everything we know about the risk-taking and novelty-seeking behavior of adolescents
across time and place. Driven by necessity, adolescents explore frontiers. They innovate new
ways to survive. And when they do that, they can create the future.THE “TEENAGE”
BRAINAmong the organs undergoing radical change during puberty and adolescence is the



brain. Transitioning “teenage” brains are marvels of upheaval, markedly different from the child’s
brains they were and the adult brains they will be.Every brain makes memories, but the teenage
brain in particular is storing away huge numbers of them that will shape who we are and how we
approach the world for the rest of our lives. Psychologists call this the “reminiscence bump,” the
especially deep and enduring memories formed during this period (in humans it happens
roughly between the ages of fifteen and thirty).The impulsivity of adolescents, their drive to
experiment and seek novelty, and their immature decision-making have been linked to the
brain’s executive function center, particularly the prefrontal cortex, which matures late in brain
development. Adolescents’ preference for being with peers and even their conflicts with their
parents have also been traced to unique neurobiology in regions of the brain supporting
emotion, memory, and reward. So have their mood swings from stratospheric highs to
subterranean lows. Vulnerability to substance abuse, self-harming behaviors, and mental illness
have also been attributed to the still-developing brain, which doesn’t fully finish its transformation
until well into a person’s late twenties and perhaps even early thirties.The mysteries of the
human teenage brain have been widely chronicled in recent decades, and this research has
helped us understand why adolescents behave as they do. Yet this groundbreaking science
largely ignores a much bigger revelation: during adolescence, the brains and behaviors of other
animals are also going through a massive transformation.Adolescent birds have a brain region
that, like the developing prefrontal cortex in humans, helps young animals gain self-control. The
brains of adolescent orcas and dolphins continue to grow after physical and sexual maturity, as
do our own. And the changing adolescent brains of other primates and smaller mammals drive
tendencies like risk-seeking, sociality, and interest in trying new things. Even adolescent reptiles
show unique neurological shifts between juvenile and adult life, as do adolescent fish.Whether
our bodies are covered with skin, scales, or feathers, whether we move by running, flying,
swimming, or slithering, we share common biology that builds and shapes our adult selves. This
book explores the universality of the period between childhood and adulthood—what we
decided to call “wildhood.” Looking across the world of animals over hundreds of millions of
years of evolutionary time allows us to separate out which aspects of adolescence are unique to
a single animal species or human culture, and which are the norm on planet Earth.THE FOUR
CORE LIFE SKILLSThe central insight is this: four fundamental challenges of wildhood are the
same for a fruit fly coming of age in the bananas on a kitchen counter, a lion roaring into
adulthood on the Serengeti, and a nineteen-year-old balancing work, school, friends,
relationships, and other responsibilities. They are:How to stay safe.How to navigate social
hierarchies.How to communicate sexually.How to leave the nest and care for oneself.Each of
these four essential challenges is encountered throughout an animal’s life, but adolescence and
young adulthood are when they’re faced together for the first time, and usually without parental
support or protection. The experiences of wildhood build necessary life skills and shape the
adult fates of individuals.Avoiding danger. Finding a place in groups. Learning the rules of
attraction. Developing self-sufficiency and purpose. These skills are universal—because they



support the survival of young animals moving into the wild world. Learning them is mandatory for
a successful life.Safety. Status. Sex. Self-reliance. The four skills are also at the core of the
human experience and the basis of tragedies, comedies, and epic quests.Millions of things can
go wrong for an adolescent animal on the road to adulthood. But when the journey goes well,
and a mature adult emerges, it always means the same thing. During its wildhood, that individual
faced the four challenges and developed competency in each one. These individuals didn’t just
grow older; they grew up. The journey of wildhood has been undertaken for more than six
hundred million years, by countless animals. We believe the ancient legacy of those combined
experiences can become a modern atlas for surviving and thriving into adulthood.COMING OF
AGE IN A DIGITAL WORLDAs we’ll see, animals develop what, for lack of a better word, we’ll
call “culture” around transmitting these four life skills to up-and-coming adults. Even within
animal species, cultural specifics can vary from region to region and from group to group, just as
human cultures have their own endless permutations.However, one specific area in which
humans do in fact stand out from our animal cousins lies in how our teenagers must now
traverse two distinct worlds to reach adulthood, one in the real-life communities where they live,
the other online.The four core life skills apply just as much to the internet as they do offline, but
these two cultures can be radically different, requiring many modern teens to make two
simultaneous journeys to adulthood.For instance, as we’ll explore in Part II, social animals, from
fish swimming in the sea to high schoolers rushing to class, must learn to navigate hierarchies of
peers. One of the ways they do this is called “association with high-status animals.” This term
makes immediate sense to anyone who’s ever been to school, had a job, or had a social life—
you can improve your own status by hanging out with more powerful people. We’ll explore the
fascinating intricacies of how this works in groups of other animals, but spare a thought for
modern human teens and the number of additional hierarchies the internet brings into their lives.
If they spend time in multiplayer games or on social media, they’re being assessed, sorted, and
ranked, sometimes invisibly and sometimes explicitly, alongside an entire universe of other
people on those platforms. Imagine the status boost of being praised by a sports or pop star;
imagine too the crushing humiliation of being called out by an idol.Parents and other elders have
plenty of experience guiding adolescents and young adults through the real world. But no one
has yet aged a full life in the digital world. The four life skills can help sort this new terrain into
more easily fathomable categories, because the real-life ones have online correlates: How to
stay safe from trolls and predators. How to move through virtual hierarchies. How to express
sexuality. How to shape, nurture, and maintain a digital self or identity.WHY WILDHOODWhen
we teach “Coming of Age on Planet Earth,” we include an informal poll: Raise your hand if you
think you’re an adolescent. Next, raise your hand if you consider yourself an adult. Our students
are all between eighteen and twenty-three years old, but rarely has a hand shot up immediately
or confidently for either question. Often, our students respond with “yes” and “yes”—we’re both.If
adolescents don’t use the term “adolescent” to describe themselves, what should we call
emerging creatures who are fully grown (or almost) but not quite fully grown up? Who are large



in size but small in experience and who may be sexually mature but whose brains won’t be for
many more years?The term “adolescentia” derives from the Latin word adolescere, meaning to
grow up, and it appears in medieval texts dating back to the tenth century, describing a religious
turning point in the young lives of saints. In North America, the New England Puritans of the
mid-1600s considered the age to be a “chusing time,” when frivolity was to be left behind and
adult employment taken up, but the people in this time were generally called “youth” until the late
1800s, when “adolescents” came into common usage.Flapper, hipster, bobby-soxer,
teenybopper, beatnik, hippie, flower child, punk, b-boy, valley girl, yuppie, Gen Xer—these terms
offered ways of talking about young people in specific American cultural contexts throughout the
twentieth century. The word “teenager” first appeared in print in 1941 and soon dominated the
lexicon. Even today, nearly eighty years later, “teenager” remains the go-to synonym for
“adolescent,” even as it became scientifically inaccurate when neuroscientists revealed that
adolescent brain development starts before thirteen and continues well beyond nineteen. For the
past decade or so, “millennial” has neatly covered people in this stage of life, but at this point
most millennials have aged out of the adolescent young adult period. “Generation GWoT” is U.S.
military parlance for those who have come of age during the Global War on Terrorism. In North
America, we’ve often heard “kids” used as a default term—even by adolescents themselves—
but it sounds too young once they’re in later high school.We searched for a better descriptor for
both humans and nonhumans in this phase, a word that would cover its ancient commonality.
Some terms were too clinical (“pre-adults,” “emerging adults,” “dispersers”). Some were off-
putting or even insulting (“sub-adults,” “immatures”). Some were poetic (“fledglings,” “deltas,” and
“elvers,” which is the term for adolescent eels). The world’s languages held marvels such as the
Japanese term seinenki (meaning green ones, saplings), or the Russian lishney cheloveki (odd
people), but we balked at choosing one culture’s term over another’s.Our term needed to
describe the phase of life in which biology and environment come together to shape mature
individuals across all species. It had to be unbounded by a specific age, physiologic sign, or
cultural, social, or legal milestone. And it had to capture the vulnerability, excitement, danger,
and possibility of this distinct phase of life. We had coined the title of our first book, Zoobiquity,
by bringing together the Greek root for “animal” with the Latin for “everywhere.” For this book, we
again created our own term and title. We chose “wild” to capture the unpredictable nature of this
life-stage and acknowledge the shared animal roots. And we added the old English suffix “hood,”
which means both a “state of being” (boyhood, girlhood) and a “group of
persons” (neighborhood, sisterhood, knighthood), to indicate membership in the planetwide
tribe of adolescents. The phase of life before adulthood, following childhood, across species and
evolutionary time, became “wildhood.”A CROSS-DISCIPLINARY APPROACHThe scientific
evidence we’ve assembled and summarized, and which we present here, represents the
product of five years of scholarship at UCLA and Harvard. Because our work falls at the
intersection of evolutionary biology and medicine, we used research tools from both fields,
developing large systematic reviews of comparative adolescence and using the results to create



phylogenies. (Systematic reviews are comprehensive, tightly targeted surveys of the world’s
scientific databases, powered by advances in search technology over the past twenty years.
Phylogenies are diagrams of evolutionary relationships among different species, which can be
simple family trees or complex computer models containing thousands of data points.) We also
conducted fieldwork observing animal adolescents in natural settings and sanctuaries around
the world, and interviewed experts in human adolescence, wildlife biology, neurobiology,
behavioral ecology, and animal welfare.We believe our research has important implications for
multiple groups, and we’ve chosen to describe it in ways that can inform both scientific and other
audiences. References directly linked to the text are provided as endnotes. An expanded
bibliography, including links to our research, source material, and content of interest is available
online for readers who parent, teach, study, treat, mentor, coach, or work with adolescents, and
most important, for those who are adolescents themselves.We’re writing in early-twenty-first-
century America, and our work will reflect that; we don’t presume to understand the specifics of
every person’s adolescent experience. That said, we did have one personal motivation while
writing this book. During the whole process, we were parenting adolescent offspring of our own.
Kathryn’s daughter was thirteen when we started, and Barbara’s daughter and son were sixteen
and fourteen. All three are older now but being mothers of adolescent humans gave us a
practical advantage: we could observe wildhood up close. After field trips to the Arctic Circle,
Chengdu, the Gulf of Maine, and North Carolina, we would come home to our own exuberant
teens and be reminded of the complex yet fleeting wonder of this age.A COMMON QUESTOur
office in Harvard’s Museum of Comparative Zoology, where we wrote the bulk of this book, has a
secret passage that connects it to another world. Up one particular stairwell, if you turn right
instead of left, you end up in the Peabody Museum, an institution dedicated to preserving
human cultural heritage. Sometimes, immersed in our work, we’d emerge from one world and
get lost in the other. On one side, the legacy of comparative zoology, from dinosaur bones to
molecular genetics. On the other side, physical objects testifying to millennia of human ingenuity,
persistence, collaboration, and love. Both sides—zoology and anthropology, animal and human
—a reflection of the diversity of life on our planet.After crossing this symbolic divide many times,
we became as good at identifying the signs of human adolescence in the Peabody’s collections
as we were at seeing them in animals in the field. We came to feel connection with, almost
affection for, these artifacts of growing up. Whether it was a suit of armor from a tiny island in the
middle of the Pacific, a youth’s golden pendant from fifth-century Mesoamerica, a Lakota
courtship blanket, or an Inuit snow shovel, these human touchstones further bridged this unique
yet universal phase of life.As you know from every coming-of-age story you’ve ever read, youths
go on quests. They’re kicked out of the house, they escape after a conflict, or they’re orphaned,
and they head out into the wild world. They’re dangerously unprepared, sometimes hilariously,
sometimes fatally. On their journeys away from home, they fight off predators and exploiters.
They meet friends and learn to identify foes. They might fall in love. And they learn to fend for
themselves—finding their own food, making their own homes, and then usually at the end of the



story deciding whether to rejoin the community they were born into or reject it and forge a new
one of their own.Our science is told through the real-life coming-of-age stories of four wild
animals tracked by biologists over months and years. Our protagonists are not human, but they
are all adolescents. Ursula, a king penguin born and raised on South Georgia Island off
Antarctica, faces almost-certain death from a monstrous predator on her first day away from her
parents. Shrink, a spotted hyena in the Ngorongoro Crater in Tanzania, battles bullies and forms
friendships as he navigates the hierarchical hyena version of high school. Salt, a North Atlantic
humpback whale born near the Dominican Republic who spends every summer in the Gulf of
Maine, confronts sexual desire and learns how to communicate what she wants, and doesn’t
want, from her partners. And finally, on a harrowing but exhilarating journey away from home,
Slavc, a European wolf, nearly starves, drowns, and dies of loneliness as he tries to hunt his own
food and find a new community.We’ve chosen to tell their stories in a narrative style, which we
hope captures the real drama each experienced on the journey from adolescence to adulthood.
However, every detail that we provide in these stories is based on and validated by data from
GPS, satellite, or radio collar studies, peer-reviewed scientific literature, published reports, and
interviews with the investigators involved.Separated by hundreds of millions of years of
evolution, these four wild animals are connected to one another, and to us, through the common
experiences, challenges, and ages of wildhood.Whether experienced in the treacherous waters
off Antarctica, the grasslands of Tanzania, a shimmering Caribbean bay, or the Triangle of
Death, wildhood extends throughout nature and into our human lives. It shapes and sometimes
determines our adult destinies. Wildhood is the common inheritance of all creatures on Earth, an
ancient and ongoing legacy ready to be claimed.PART ISAFETYDuring wildhood, humans and
other animals are predator naive. Their inexperience attracts attackers and exploiters who see
them as easy prey. Predator training—learning to recognize and deter individuals with violent
intentions—may save their lives and prepare them to be more confident adults.URSULA’S
DANGEROUS DAYSChapter 1Dangerous DaysSouth Georgia Island rises out of the Atlantic
Ocean about a thousand miles off Antarctica. If you’d visited there on December 16, 2007, you
might have witnessed a defining moment in the life of a young king penguin named Ursula. On
that Sunday, Ursula turned away from her parents. She waddled down to the beach with a
squawking crowd of her identical-looking peers. Then suddenly she leapt into the frigid water
and swam away from home at full speed, without looking back.Until that moment, Ursula had
never ventured more than a hundred yards from where she’d been born. She’d never played in
the surf. Not once had she attempted to swim in the open ocean. Ursula had never even fed
herself. Up to this point, every meal had been provided by her parents (partially digested and
regurgitated straight into her open mouth).As a fluffy nestling warm under her parents’ feathers,
Ursula had weathered freezing temperatures and intense winds. Defended by Mom and Dad,
she’d survived attacks by skuas, fearsome predatory seabirds that tear apart baby penguins to
feed to their own young offspring. Growing up, Ursula, like all king penguins, had a secret
language with her parents, unique calls that belonged only to the three of them. For king



penguins, parental care lasts a full year and during that time the small family is a tight trio. Mom
and Dad care equally for their young, trading off the roles of caregiver, breadwinner, and security
guard.Lately, though, things had changed. Ursula had been shedding the soft brownish down of
chick-hood. Sleek black-and-white adult feathers had begun popping through the shaggy
patches of her baby plumage. Her squeaky juvenile peeps had deepened into the buzzing honks
that make penguin colonies sound like giant, conductorless kazoo orchestras.Ursula’s
transformation wasn’t just physical. Her behavior too was suddenly different. Overtaken by
restlessness, she’d begun wandering farther from her parents. During the day she gathered with
other adolescents in chattering penguin gangs. Her edginess has a special scientific name:
zugunruhe, which is German for “migration anxiety.” Zugunruhe has been studied in birds,
mammals, and even insects that are on the brink of moving away from home territories.
Sleeplessness—fueled by shifts in arousing adrenaline and sleep-inducing melatonin—often
accompanies zugunruhe in animals. A human might describe the feeling of zugunruhe with
words like “excitement,” “dread,” and “anticipation.”Until that particular Sunday in December,
Ursula’s increasing wanderlust had been kept in check by an urge to return each night to the
safety of Mom, Dad, and the rest of the rookery. But today was different. Resplendent in her
smart new tuxedo, hyped up on adrenaline, and buzzing with her peers, Ursula moved toward
the water’s edge. Shoulder to shoulder, the jostling adolescents milled, gazing out to sea and
glancing back at home. No longer chicks, not quite adults, they paused on the brink of a great
unknown.Like fledgling humans leaving to make their way in the outside world, Ursula faced four
great tests. She would quickly have to learn to feed herself and find safe places to rest. She’d
need to navigate the social dynamics of her penguin group. She would have to learn to court and
communicate with potential mates. And she’d be doing it all without her parents, alone in the
middle of the open ocean.But none of these penguin milestones could happen if Ursula weren’t
alive. The first great test is to stay safe. Failing this ends a young animal’s future before it can
even start. Ursula’s first challenge was to come face-to-face with death—and survive.For
adolescent penguins dispersing every year from South Georgia Island, the first day away from
home is literally sink or swim. Like adolescent animals all over the world, young adult penguins
are inexperienced and underprepared. They don’t realize predators are dangerous until it’s too
late. Even if they spot danger, they might not know what to do next. Lacking know-how and
unaccompanied by protective parents, adolescents are targets. They’re the definition of easy
prey.Ursula’s first experience in the water would also be her first encounter with what lay
beneath it. And what lay beneath was monstrous. Lurking offshore penguin breeding grounds
are predators with jaws so big they can easily swallow a basketball. Picture those massive jaws,
lined with teeth like a tiger’s, speeding toward a penguin’s tennis ball–sized head. That’s the
maw of one of Earth’s elite hunters: leopard seals. A hydrodynamic half-ton of explosive muscle,
leopard seals excel in penguin killing. With cool precision, they grab the birds and smack them
back and forth on the surface of the water to flay off the feathers. It’s a grisly performance worthy
of a sushi chef, and leopard seals dispatch ten or more penguins at every meal. Like their feline



namesakes, leopard seals are ambush hunters, meaning they hide and wait for prey. Arranging
themselves along coastlines like underwater mines, leopard seals skulk along the edges of ice
banks, just out of sight. Sometimes they masquerade as flotsam, quietly floating in the waves,
the better to surprise their unwary victims. Dispersing adolescent penguins must run this
gauntlet of death and come out the other side. If they don’t jump in, they can’t grow up. But if they
don’t make it past the leopard seals, as well as the pods of predatory orcas, the first day of the
rest of their lives will also be their last. Getting past the danger is a high-stakes test for the
penguins who must pass or fail permanently.If you’d been there to witness this do-or-die
moment, you might have noticed that Ursula and two of her peers sported an accessory that
distinguished them from their classmates. Stuck to their backs with black tape were tiny
transponders, programmed to transmit never-before-gathered information about where penguins
go on the day they leave home and in the weeks after. The surprising results would turn out to
entirely reframe what biologists knew about penguin behavior. Led by Klemens Pütz, the
scientific director of the Zurich-based Antarctic Research Trust, the multinational investigation
included researchers from Europe, Argentina, and the Falkland Islands. Some of the funding
came from ecotourists, who as part of their donation got to name the radio-tagged birds.That’s
how we know that a penguin named Ursula jumped in the South Polar sea on Sunday,
December 16, 2007. The signals from her tracking device pinpointed exactly when she waddled
to the beach, pre-plunge. Of the eight penguins that Pütz’s team tagged on South Georgia Island
that season, three departed that day—Ursula and two others named Tankini and Traudel—along
with a crowd of their adolescent peers.Like high schoolers on graduation night, Ursula and her
cohort—the South Georgia Island king penguin class of 2007—were physically grown and ready
to leave. But, much like their human counterparts, with little adult experience in the real world
they were still behaviorally immature.Suddenly, they dove. An arch of her back, a sweep of her
flippers, and Ursula was speeding straight into the zone of danger. As for her penguin parents—
and the biologists tracking her—all they could do was stand by and watch as she swam
away.VULNERABLE BY NATUREOf the thousands of adolescent king penguins that plunge into
predator-patrolled waters every year, many don’t make it out alive. Some years survival has
been as low as 40 percent. Other years are less deadly, although exact numbers are hard to
calculate. No matter what, the first days, weeks, and months after fledging are exceedingly risky
for all penguins.It’s sobering to recognize how dangerous life on Earth is for adolescent and
young adult animals. In the wild they crash, drown, and starve more often than their adult
counterparts. With less experience, they’re pushed into jeopardy by older, bigger peers. They’re
preferentially targeted and killed by predators.Fortunately, when human adolescents leave
home, they don’t share the extremely high mortality rate of fledgling penguins. However,
adolescent humans do suffer much higher rates of traumatic injury and death compared with
adults. A nearly 200 percent increase in mortality is seen between childhood and adolescence in
the United States. Almost half of all deaths among adolescents are the unintentional and tragic
result of accidents such as motor vehicle collisions, falls, poisonings, and gunfire.Adolescents



drive faster than adults and are generally more reckless. They have the highest rates of criminal
behavior and are five times more likely to be the victims of homicide than adults thirty-five or
older. Other than toddlers (who stick fingers into sockets) and adults with jobs in electricity-
related industries, adolescents have the highest rates of fatal electrocution. Adolescents and
young adults fifteen to twenty-four also have the highest rates of death by drowning, other than
infants and toddlers under the age of five. Compared with other populations, they’re afflicted in
great numbers by suicide and by the onset of mental illnesses and addictions. And adolescents
are far more likely to binge-drink themselves to intoxication and death than older adults.Dangers
vary by social class and geography, but globally, human adolescents develop half of all new
cases of sexually transmitted infections. They’re the most vulnerable to sexual assault.
Worldwide, the leading cause of death in fifteen- to nineteen-year-old girls continues to be
pregnancy-related complications.Adolescence can be harrowing, but the biology that
contributes to the danger and vulnerability also inspires creativity and passion, as Robert
Sapolsky, the Stanford neuroscientist and evolutionary biologist, so vividly describes in his book
Behave:Adolescence and early adulthood are the times when someone is most likely to kill, be
killed, leave home forever, invent an art form, help overthrow a dictator, ethnically cleanse a
village, devote themselves to the needy, become addicted, marry outside their group, transform
physics, have hideous fashion taste, break their neck recreationally, commit their life to God,
mug an old lady, or be convinced that all of history has converged to make this moment the most
consequential, the most fraught with peril and promise, the most demanding that they get
involved and make a difference.FROM PREDATOR NAIVE TO PREDATOR AWAREUrsula, of
course, didn’t know the grim odds before her. Even if she did, perhaps the magical thinking of
youth would have made her believe she was chosen for survival. But, in fact, all king penguins
are naive when they set off. And we use that word deliberately, without judgment. It’s a wildlife
biology term for a specific state of development: inexperienced, unsuspecting young animals
leaving home for the first time are “predator naive.”For a gazelle, being predator naive means not
knowing what a cheetah smells like or how it moves. For adolescent salmon, it means not yet
knowing that cod hunt more slowly at night, relying on smell and hearing to find their prey, and
that during the day, when they can see, cod strike more quickly. Sea otters are predator naive
when they encounter great white sharks for the first time, and predator-naive marmots cavort
obliviously outside their burrows, even when coyotes are nearby. For tiny West African Diana
monkeys, being predator naive means not yet having the ability to discern the different hunting
sounds made by eagles, leopards, and snakes. They cannot predict whether an attack will come
from above, below, or around a tree limb.Predator naive is exactly what human adolescents are
too when they enter the world with little experience. They don’t recognize what’s dangerous.
Even when they do, they often don’t know what to do about it. This inexperience can be as
deadly for human adolescents as it is for young penguins.A predator-naive teen going off to a
party or a young adult moving to a new city won’t have literal leopard seals waiting, but the array
of dangers they may face are no less lethal: a swerving pickup truck, a drunken hazing ritual, a



depressive episode, a predatory adult, or a loaded gun.It seems tragically counterintuitive that
the most vulnerable and underprepared individuals would be thrown into the riskiest possible
situations. But facing mortal danger while still maturing is a fact of life for adolescents and young
adults across species. It’s as true for a young sea turtle that hatches and heads into the ocean
without ever meeting its parents as it is for an African elephant that is nurtured for twelve years
by its multigenerational, extended family. Animals will ultimately lose parental protection and
face the dangerous world on their own. They can’t remain predator naive; they must become
predator aware if they are to survive. It sets up a paradox for every adolescent: to become
experienced you must have experiences. Said another way: to become safe you must take risks.
And notably, some risks can’t be taken—and their lessons learned—when protective parents are
too nearby.For humans, this paradox underlies a certain terror of parenthood. Parents can’t
always protect their kids from danger, and sometimes can’t even alert them to it. Just as
distressing, through their risk-taking, adolescents seem to bring needless danger upon
themselves. Whether they’re sixth-graders testing thin ice on a pond with their friends or high
schoolers masquerading as twenty-two-year-olds to get into a nightclub, adolescents frequently
put themselves in danger deliberately, to the angst and occasional heartbreak of their parents.
The jeopardy they seek out—reckless driving, substance abuse, careless sex—can be baffling
to adults. Even when deliberate adolescent risk-taking is of the more mundane variety, like
building a bonfire with friends in the woods or sneaking a ride on someone’s motorcycle, it’s the
stuff of parental obsession and late-night, nauseated worrying. It’s one thing for a child to be
naive to the dangers of the world. It’s quite another to know something is dangerous but
underestimate the risk and invite it to come closer. Sometimes hilariously, sometimes
maddeningly, and sometimes tragically, adolescents don’t just stumble into trouble; they
voluntarily place themselves squarely in its path.The behavior seems inexplicable, even contrary
to the survival instinct. Taking dangerous risks that could result in death does not seem to make
much sense from an evolutionary point of view. And yet, this strange behavior isn’t limited to
human adolescents. Adolescent risk-taking is seen throughout the animal world. During
adolescence, groups of bats taunt predatory owls, and squirrel squads scamper recklessly
around rattlesnakes. Not-yet-adult lemurs climb out onto the slimmest branches, and adolescent
mountain goats scale the highest ledges. Away from their parents, young adult gazelles saunter
up to hungry cheetahs. Adolescent sea otters swim up to great white sharks.One approach to
understanding puzzling behavior is to look for it in other species. Examining the life histories of
those animals may then reveal how the “illogical” behavior actually helps them live longer,
function better, and have more offspring. For risk-taking, this means first asking: Do other
animals take risks during adolescence? And then: How does that adolescent risk-taking help
them?Evolutionary biologists will recognize this approach as an application of Nikolaas
Tinbergen’s famous “Four Questions.” Tinbergen, a Dutch ethologist who won the 1973 Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine, believed animal behavior couldn’t be fully understood by just
explaining its mechanical nuts and bolts or the age in which it occurred. For him, it was always



important to look for the behavior across species and determine how it was biologically
beneficial. For humans it’s helpful to distinguish between the risks teens invite through naivete
and the risks they seem to seek out. Both, if survived, can offer future protective benefits. By the
end of Part I you’ll recognize the distinction. You’ll understand why this period of life is so
dangerous for all species. And, crucially, you’ll understand why taking risks to become safe is not
a paradox. It’s actually a requirement for adolescent and young adult animals on Earth.But in
order to talk about staying safe, we first must travel to the roots of terror, deep within the ancient
connection between mind and body. The story of safety begins with understanding the nature of
fear.Chapter 2The Nature of FearThe video shows a roly-poly mother panda, sitting upright,
contentedly munching on bamboo. At her feet, sound asleep, snuggles a tiny, adorable baby
panda. You watch for eleven seconds, wondering if this is all the video has to offer, when
suddenly—ACHOO!—the baby sneezes; the mother startles; bamboo goes flying. The rolls of
fat on Mom’s belly convulse. It’s a classic horror movie trick, the jump-scare, but done panda-
style.A second later, everything’s back to normal. Baby conks out again. Mother resumes
chewing. But unseen, down inside her startled panda heart, the neurochemicals that sparked
the electric jolt are being rapidly swept away by her blood. The intense pounding has already
been replaced by a calm, regular heartbeat. The mother panda was never in any danger, but the
loud sound and sudden movement of her cub’s unexpected sneeze jolted her body’s fear
machinery just the same. That panda startle, laughed at by millions of people around the world
on YouTube, is in fact one of the most ancient neural reflexes on planet Earth.On land and in the
sea and sky, animals flinch with fright. The startle response is found not only in humans and
other mammals, but in animals with whom we shared common ancestors hundreds of millions of
years ago, such as birds, reptiles, fish, and even mollusks, crustaceans, and insects. It’s possibly
even present in plants. The widespread occurrence of the startle response points to its lifesaving
function: alerting an individual that its life is in danger. And it is effective: fast escapes can double
or triple an animal’s chances of survival.Flies zoom away from the swatter. Clams snap their
shells shut. Crabs scuttle for cover. Clever octopuses have devised a hunting technique that
involves triggering the startle reflex in their prey. Positioning themselves on one side of an
unsuspecting shrimp, they slowly reach around with one of their arms and tap the shrimp on its
opposite side, causing the crustacean to startle-jump right into the octopus’s waiting
mouth.Human beings startle at times when the shock isn’t even real. Charles Darwin noted in
The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals that “the imagination of something dreadful
commonly excites a shudder.” Fascinated by the commonality of the fear response across
species, Darwin described flinching in orangutans, startling in chimpanzees, recoiling in wild
sheep, and jolting in dogs. He intentionally triggered jump-scares in his own infant children. He
would make rattling sounds near their faces, noting that “the child blinked its eyes violently every
time, and started a little.”Whether you’re a person, a panda, or Ursula the penguin escaping a
leopard seal, this ancient reflex is triggered automatically when a sight, sound, smell, or memory
signals danger. Danger activates an electrical impulse, which fires through neurons, causing



muscles to contract and produce a sudden leap, flinch, or twitch.The physiology of fear involves
not only the brain, but also the body’s cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, immune, endocrine, and
reproductive systems. When fear’s powerful whole-body discomfort is paired with an event,
place, or individual, animals learn to avoid that stimulus in the future. This is called “fear-
conditioning,” and it’s so powerful that lifelong safety can be learned in a single confrontation.
That means if Ursula encounters a leopard seal on her very first swim in the ocean, has a fear
response, and lives to tell the tale, she is very likely to pair the negative feeling of fright with the
location, sight, smell, and other aspects of her predator. Intense fear is a formidable teacher.
Terror’s unforgettable lessons are emblazoned into nervous systems and remembered for entire
lives.And, if Ursula survives that first leopard seal run, she’s much more likely to survive her
second, fourth, and forty-fourth. “As penguins get older, they get more experienced and that
makes them safer,” Phil Trathan, a senior researcher with the British Antarctic Survey, told us.
This is a key point. But of course a near miss only works if it is, in fact, a miss.ARMORING
UPOne day, we were visiting the Peabody anthropology museum and were stopped in our tracks
by a menacing human form. It brandished a two-foot-long sword with a blade like nothing we’d
ever seen. Although not made of sharpened metal, its potential to rip through skin was just as
ominous. It was an inlaid row of sharks’ teeth, each about two inches long.Even more arresting
than the shark-tooth sword was the figure’s helmet. Made of an entire blowfish, inflated like a
balloon, the headgear had spikes extending in every direction. Along with a light-brown vest
made of coconut fiber, this was an example of nineteenth-century body armor from the Kiribati
on the southern Pacific Gilbert Islands.The armor was part of an exhibition the Peabody was
running at the time called The Art of War. As we glanced around the exhibit hall, we saw several
other astounding examples of garments that the world’s humans have engineered throughout
history to defend themselves from one another. There was a nineteenth-century Tlingit hide
painted with red-and-black formline art by indigenous people of the Pacific Northwest coast of
North America. An eighteenth-century Moro brass helmet and chain mail from the Philippine
island of Mindanao. Painted leather and wood armor worn by Lolo, or Yi, warriors from China’s
Sichuan Province near the Tibetan border.We took a moment to imagine the individuals who
wore these protective clothes. Whether they were adolescents, young adults, or older men, this
armor shielded them from one very specific threat: other humans.Armor design is a window into
an era’s dangers. World War I was a veritable Cambrian explosion of killing technology, and the
development of gas masks and plated steel body armor called “lobster armor” emerged to
counter chemical attacks and explosives. More recently, the Kevlar-containing Interceptor Multi-
Threat Body Armor System worn by the U.S. armed forces from the late 1990s to the late 2000s
was designed to protect against small arms fire and fragmentation from improvised explosive
devices.But weapons on battlefields are not the only potential dangers humans face. By
extending the concept, we can see that humans construct external “armors” against many
threats, from insect repellent and bed netting to ward off the risk of Lyme disease and malaria, to
sunscreen, seat belts, and helmets to protect against skin cancer, car crashes, and bike



accidents.Fear, on the other hand, protects from within. Fear shapes the way animals behave. It
triggers responses that have, over hundreds of millions of years, saved lives. Fear is an ancient,
protective legacy passed to living creatures over countless generations. And yet, while fear is
universal, it’s also unique to each individual. No two animals—human or nonhuman—fear
exactly the same things in precisely the same way. Each of us has a singular internal armor,
tailor-made by our own particular experiences. And much of that internal armor is forged during
wildhood, in the stage between childhood and full maturity when adolescents and young adults
begin confronting danger on their own.DEFENSE MECHANISMSMilitaries understand how
shields, helmets, and masks protect soldiers from bodily injury. Soldiers’ physical protection is
their armor. Therapists understand how their patients use internal mental processes to protect
themselves from emotional injury. These psychological strategies are their “defense
mechanisms.”First conceptualized by turn-of-the-twentieth-century psychoanalysts, defense
mechanisms are unconscious mental responses that protect people psychologically from
conflicts, tensions, and anxieties. Repression, projection, denial, and rationalization are well-
known defense mechanisms that have entered the common language.Others are less well
known. Acting inappropriately friendly to a person you actually detest or insulting a person you
have a crush on are examples of a defense mechanism called “reaction formation.” Sublimation
is another. That’s when a person unconsciously funnels aggressive urges into more socially
acceptable actions. Channeling hostility and rage into athletic excellence is an example of
classic Freudian sublimation.In the 1940s and ’50s, Anna Freud, focusing on adolescence,
identified three defense mechanisms she believed emerged during this period to help control
heightened sexual urges. They were: intellectualization, repression, and asceticism.
Intellectualization is coping with emotional pain by focusing only on the factual aspects of a
problem. Repression is hiding socially unacceptable urges or desires from oneself, denying they
exist. Asceticism is the channeling of impulses and feelings into rigorous physical practices or
self-denial.Anna Freud and her father Sigmund’s ideas are no longer within the mainstream of
psychological theory or practice. Yet the defense mechanism lives on in psychology and popular
culture as a legacy of their work.Animal behaviorists don’t use the term “psychology” to describe
an animal’s internal motivations. But they do study the actions that animals take to keep
themselves safe from predators. Besides physical defenses like camouflage and claws, horns
and thick skin, animals also have behavioral defenses. They can be vigilant, solicit help from
others, and alarm call, for example. Taken together, these physical and behavioral protections
are called “mechanisms of defense,” and we’ll explore them more in the next chapter. While
Freudians would say that defense mechanisms protect humans from painful feelings, wildlife
biologists would say that mechanisms of defense protect animals from existential
threats.Whatever you call these defenses, the responses to emotional and physical dangers
learned through experiences in wildhood stay with animals for the rest of their lives.Some safety
knowledge is innate. Wild fish, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and mammals have inborn defenses
tailored to the dangers they will face in the wide world. Red-eyed tree frog embryos can perform



a neat lifesaving trick. They usually develop over a leisurely seven days before hatching. But if
these developing embryos sense the presence of wasps, snakes, or even floods, they can
speed-hatch themselves early and swim to safer locations. And the embryos of rainbow fish can
detect danger even earlier in gestation. A mere four days after fertilization, the embryos are able
to smell when there is a predatory goldfish or perch nearby. They respond to the threat with an
increased heart rate, a common response to fear in vertebrate animals.The safety knowledge an
animal lacks at birth it must learn. Safety education continues throughout an animal’s life, often
intensifying during adolescence. But until that happens, adolescents on their own for the first
time, like predator-naive Ursula, can rely only on the limited protection of inborn reflexes,
including the startle response, to keep themselves safe.ISLAND TAMENESSIf dangers in an
environment change, an animal may need to remodel its external armor. People have an easier
time with this than other animals do—you can take off a bulletproof vest more comfortably than
an armadillo can remove his bony back plates. But over time, as threats emerge and recede,
physical defenses follow suit, strengthening when necessary, diminishing or disappearing
entirely when no longer needed. Similarly, internal armors (defense behaviors) become stronger
or weaker in response to what is happening in the environment around the organism.Island
tameness is a fascinating example of this. Animals living on long-isolated islands without
predators lose their fear, and with that loss, their antipredator behaviors. When Darwin explored
the Galapagos Islands, he noted how easily he could walk up to iguanas and finches, and even
ride on giant tortoises. Island-tame animals’ fear responses have gone dormant, which is fine if
they are living without threat. But if any predators do show up, an island-tame animal is
extremely vulnerable.More broadly, island tameness applies to populations whose predators
have died out or been hunted to extinction. Yellowstone elk are a classic example of this kind of
non-island island tameness. Wolves were systematically exterminated through the 1800s and
1900s, which allowed the elk to range free, unconcerned about being attacked, all over the
national park. When wolves were reintroduced in the 1990s, the elk had to readjust to fear. They
had to rebuild and relearn their defenses. This natural experiment in predator-prey relations
showed that fear is malleable in island-tame populations and that even once it’s gone dormant, it
can reemerge when environments change.Many if not most modern humans live in a state of
island tameness. As past threats, such as predatory carnivores, become more and more remote,
fear fades away. In some regions of the world, the growing number of parents who don’t
vaccinate their children may be a uniquely human version of island tameness. The devastating
polio and rubella epidemics of the 1950s and ’60s are like long-forgotten predators,
unremembered and no longer feared. The parents who fear the vaccines more than they fear the
diseases leave their children unprotected if the pathogens return. Of course, this practice could
change in a heartbeat if the diseases come roaring back. Similarly, an island tameness effect
may underlie the relaxation in safe sex practices seen over the past twenty years as the risk of
dying of HIV infection has decreased.Island tameness may help explain even fiscal behavior and
economic or political trends. Both individual and institutional investors begin taking greater risks



as economic catastrophes fade into a forgotten past.Rising rates of anxiety in adolescents may
also be understood as island tameness. Our animal and human ancestors evolved in
environments full of predatory and other existential threats. Powerful fear neurobiology evolved
during these dangerous times. Today, many (although not all) humans no longer encounter the
kinds of dangers that shaped this neurobiology. What happens when brains and bodies that
evolved in environments full of predators and other threats find those dangers removed?A
similar question was posed thirty years ago by a British epidemiologist who noticed a rise in
autoimmune diseases like lupus and Crohn’s. David Strachan wondered what happens to
immune systems that evolved in environments with many varied pathogens when the world gets
cleaner. The “hygiene hypothesis” suggested that human immune systems, unchallenged in
overly clean environments, turn inward and begin to attack their own bodies, mistaking normal
tissue for pathogens. Might a similar process be driving anxiety in modern adolescents and
other individuals?Lars Svendsen, a Norwegian philosopher at the University of Bergen who
studies fear, thinks yes. He believes that many modern humans have a “surplus of
consciousness” that gets directed into imagining risks. In relatively safe environments of the
modern affluent world, people no longer encounter the physical dangers our ancestors faced.
Safer than ever before, with more “brain space” to devote to thinking about risks that don’t pan
out, we live in a state of what Svendsen calls “permanent fear.” Permanent fear, believes
Svendsen, isolates individuals and creates anxious, lonely societies because “living a life of fear
is incompatible with living a life of happiness.”Unhappiness and anxiety aren’t the only adverse
consequences of uncontained fear. Fear responses themselves can sometimes, paradoxically,
increase danger. When a newly elected Franklin Roosevelt cautioned a turbulent 1933 America
that “the only thing we have to fear is fear itself,” he might have been giving a lecture on fear to a
class studying animal behavior. You don’t often hear the second half of the most famous
sentence of his presidency, but it perfectly captures the peril of excess fear as the “nameless,
unreasoning, unjustified terror which paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into
advance.”The point is, that while reacting to danger can save a life, it doesn’t always come
without a cost. Freezing in place can sometimes keep an animal from being detected by
predators. Younger animals, especially, rely on stillness (called “tonic immobility”) to evade
detection. But motionlessness can also delay escape. A scared, overly vigilant animal scanning
its surroundings eats less, socializes less, mates less. And showing fear can sometimes actually
get an animal killed—as the surprised shrimp discovers on its way into the octopus’s mouth.
Showing fear can be a tell—an enticing “choose me” signal to watching predators that you might
not have what it takes to survive.The lessons Ursula the penguin learns as a predator-naive
adolescent will continue to inform her adult behavior. On the other hand, environments can
change, and new dangers emerge. If a freak virus were to wipe out all leopard seals, king
penguins like Ursula would likely become island tame within a generation or two. They would
relax around coastlines unless another, new predator moved in to occupy the seals’ niche. And
were this to happen, it would expose a central truth about danger throughout an animal’s life: at



any age, no matter how experienced, an animal can become predator-naive to new threats all
over again.Chapter 3Knowing Your PredatorsWhen we last saw the adolescent penguin Ursula,
she had just left her parents and was mid-dive, about to speed toward the dangerous domain of
the leopard seals. And she was predator naive. No fear conditioning had yet forged her muscle
memory into reliable lifesaving behaviors. Her internal armor had not yet been shaped by
experience. With no knowledge of the ancient relationship between predator and prey, Ursula
couldn’t imagine what might happen next.But we can. Seeing yourself through the eyes of an
imaginary hunter can help keep you safe. Let’s say you’re a cheetah on the African savannah.
Driven by the twinge of a hunger pang, you spot a group of gazelles. Here’s a possible meal. But
you can’t chase and eat all of them. You have to pick one. Which will it be? You scan the group,
looking for a physically injured gazelle or an unprotected fawn. No such luck. You turn your
attention to three adult-sized options. Gazelle A looks good—but is fit and lively, bouncing up
and down with energy. Quieter Gazelle B looks like a better choice—but has just spotted you
and is now intently watching your every move.Taking down energetic Gazelle A will require
speed and strength. Outsmarting alert Gazelle B without the element of surprise will require skill
and a really good tactical plan. Maybe there’s another option. Then you spot Gazelle C, a
predator-naive, adolescent or young adult. Gazelle C is fully grown but looks willowy. He has
learned something about cheetah dangers from his parents, but is predator naive compared to
older, more experienced gazelles. To a predator, he may seem unsure of his position in the
group. He’s neither clustering with the mature gazelles nor nestling with the calves near their
mothers. Instead, he’s investigating some rustling plants and seems to have no idea you’re
watching him.Every time they set out to make a kill, predators must fill out a kind of cost-benefit
analysis, a wild spreadsheet. They must calculate the time and energy they can afford to spend
in choosing, chasing, and killing. Then they need to weigh that expenditure against how much
nutrition the meal will give them. It’s what a frugal shopper goes through at a grocery store,
deciding how to get the most calories for the fewest dollars. It’s what a corporate takeover
specialist does to acquire the most vulnerable and valuable companies. Carnivorous predators
must estimate how difficult it will be to get a meal. And it turns out that at nature’s meat counters
all over the world, adolescents are good value.HUNTING FOR FRESH MEAT AND EASY
PREYPredator-naive animals are attacked and killed by other animals, shot with guns by human
hunters, hit by cars, and lured into traps more often than predator-experienced animals. Big in
size but meager in experience, unfamiliar with a predator’s smells and sounds and easily fooled
by camouflage or distraction, predator-naives bumble into dangerous territories. Attempting to
escape, they miscalculate their own ability to fight or flee. They crash and drown trying to find
their way. Adding to the risk, predators target them, exactly because they’re inexperienced, often
newly dispersed away from familiar home ranges. Notably, they’re unaccompanied by
parents.Off Kodiak, Alaska, for example, swims a kind of killer whale that dispatches its victims
in a particularly gruesome way. It bites their throats, rips out their tongues, and tears off their lips.
Bigg’s orcas, named for a scientist who pioneered orca research methods, specialize in hunting



humpback whales—but not just any humpbacks. They go after adolescents who have wandered
into dangerous areas with no experienced adults around to protect them. The young
humpbacks’ lack of sophistication is payday for the Bigg’s orcas, which have perfected tracking,
attacking, killing, and eating adolescents. They’re adolescent hunters.Scientists studying the
predator-prey relationship between cheetahs and an antelope called kudu on game reserves in
Southeast Africa found that cheetahs prefer to prey on young adult males. Socially, these kudu
adolescents are unstable in their hierarchies, meaning they don’t have good backup from other
members of their group. Physically, the adolescents are less robust, not as strong, coordinated,
and experienced in self-defense as mature males, making them easier to outsmart and outrun.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Fascinating! Evolutionary theory helps make sense of the challenges of
human adolescence.. Wildhood is an incredibly well-researched treatment of human
adolescence, that manages to be a gripping and entertaining read. Perhaps surprisingly, the
socially and sexually obsessed behavior of human teens is not unique. In the book, I learned
about examples of what looks like crazy risk-taking and sexual experimentation in other animals.
Those behaviors during "wildhood" serve an important purpose in the tumultuous transition from
childhood to adulthood, and help us all learn how navigate the world as an adult. We have plenty
to learn from these animals about why teens do what they do. It's refreshing to be able to make
sense of perplexing teen behavior--even habits that seem so human, like addiction to social
media. An evolutionary perspective on some of these problems is not only interesting, but it
paves the road to solutions, such as how to deal with social privilege and sexual assault. Very
highly recommended!”

Barbara Clark, “A must read for anyone who wants a better understanding of their place in the
world.. Like the previous book - Zoobiquity - by these two talented authors, Wildhood sets a
framework for understanding adolescence in all creatures. With deep scientific integrity and a
narrative style that is fully accessible to the lay person, the authors break new ground in
explaining the human condition. Bravo to Natterson-Horowitz and Bowers. Wildhood is a must
read for all parents and teachers - and for all young adults who want a better understanding of
their place in the world.”

Julie C, “Dr. Doolittle could learn a lot from Wildhood. I don't normally go in for "sciencey" books.
But Wildhood is completely different. It's a fascinating look into adolescence in other species.
Extremely easy to read and engaging to follow with the main points told through four animal
narratives. This would be a great book for any HS biology class and, also as a parent it made me
totally rethink some of the "wild" behavior displayed by my own adolescent children. Highly
recommend.”

Old Man Munk, “All Parents Should listen To or Read This Book ~. I have listened to or read
thousands of books.  The authors of this book are in my top 12.”

Amy, “Outstanding insights, wonderfully written!. This is an incredibly insightful, wonderfully
written book. I had the good fortune to hear Dr. Natterson Horowitz speak about Wildhood
several weeks ago, and as a result knew this would be a must read as soon as it was released. I
am posting while still reading because the book is so good. It reflects rigorous research but is
eminently readable, and has great insights for anyone dealing with teens and young adults, no
matter what species!”



Grizzlybill, “Wildhood Makes a Lot of Sense. This was a fascinating book. I had never
considered that other species would go through the same things that we humans go through
after puberty as we transition to adulthood.  I really enjoyed this book.”

Gift Giver Extraordinaire, “Are Human Teenagers Just Like those in the Animal Kingdom? Yes,
much more so than ever imagined!. This book is a fascinating journey comparing the lives of
humans and animals as we leave the nest, experience separation anxiety, deal with bullying,
what it's like to be an other, flirting with our sexuality, suicide and depression and a host of other
amazing comparisons between us and other species in the animal kingdom. So well written and
researched and full of exciting similarities and discoveries of how we are so alike!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “One of the best book  I ever read.. An amazing book.”

The book by Barbara Natterson-Horowitz has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 71 people have provided
feedback.
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